This topic will touch on the subject of the title.

It's a well known and documented thing, that the jews started living human sacrifice in the first place. To cover up and create the false history necessary to fool the Goyim that we live in a world of progress, after 1500 years of 100% jewish enslavement such as the Middle Ages, they created the hoax of Pagan Human Sacrifice. It has served them well.

One instance is Egypt. Supposedly, Egyptians were also doing living human sacrifice.

As people know in Egypt Cats were sacred. Killing a cat or abusing them was punishable by death. Cats and animals were as respected in society same as any other human being. We can see why today, when a considerable number of humans are far more worthless than any cat or dog walking around in the case of some savages. Indeed these animals help us way more in our survival.

Here is a Mummified cat:
Bastet, the Cat Goddess:

**BUT WAIT:**

Let's look at this text where the bloody Pharaoh does the usual, sacrifices children and so forth. This was the everyday life in Egypt. The bible has let us know about how corrupted Egypt was, which even in their fictitious book, they gave mercy of the kikes instead of sacrificing them to "Moloch" (a random word for Melek which means King).

Melek Taus the Shaitan of the Yazidis etc). Because they were so bloodthirsty, they actually wanted to drink the blood out of the jewish skulls, but the sickly race of jews of course was so strong that they evaded their armies etc. All this seems extremely legit.
Below the Absolutely Real Text on the Pharaoh of Course Cannibalizing as he NORMALLY did EVERYDAY.

“The king orders sacrifices, he alone controls them, the king eats humans, feeds on gods, he has them presented on an altar to himself, he has agents to do his will. He fires off the orders!

...........

The king eats their magic, he gulps down their souls, the adults he has for breakfast, the young are lunch, the babies he has for supper, the old ones are too tough to eat, he just burns them on the altar as an offering to himself.

Now to the interesting part... this was from: Pyramid Texts 273-4, Old Kingdom translated by...

Jacob Rabinowitz


Jacob J. Rabinowitz (1899-1960) was a professor of law, notable for his English translation of one of the Mishneh Torah books.

Rabinowitz was born in Russia and at a young age immigrated with his family to the United States. His father, Rabbi Moshe Zvi Rabinowitz, was a rabbinical leader in Brooklyn, New York.

Rabinowitz studied law at Columbia University and New York University, later working under Commissioner of Investigation of New York City William Herlands. He was also a lecturer at the Jewish Theological Seminary of America, publishing articles and books on Hebraic law and its relation to modern-day judicial systems. His translation of the book of Kinyan in the Mishneh Torah was published by Yale University Press.

Rabinowitz immigrated to Israel, becoming the first member of the law faculty in the Hebrew University of Jerusalem to teach Hebrew law. His publications, both in English and Hebrew, researched the Torah and Talmud.

Would the jews ever lie to you?
Even the same research site admits...: "It appears that, originally, the Egyptians, like some other peoples who practiced ritual cannibalism, thought that spiritual powers resided in the body and could be acquired by ingestion. **There is no evidence, though, that such a view was more than speculative and ever acted upon.**"

http://www.reshafim.org.il/ad/egypt/religion/magic.htm

Tell me honestly. Would a jew ever lie to you and project his own racial psychopathy in supposedly translating SPIRITUAL texts?
- High Priest Hooded Cobra 666
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